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ABSTRACT

Internet of Things (IoT) can be used anywhere, anytime and with any device. IoT devices are used broadly in recent industry such as health care, transport, education and communication channels. IoT applications make enable the use of IoT systems in different environment such as heat sensor functionality varies for indoor and outdoor, water sensors in automobile for screen viper movement (auto working during rain and stop if there is no raining), heartbeat sensors for old and young patients. Moreover, IoT devices are same but the operating functionality is different according to environment and end user’s perspective. Therefore, this kind of variability management is very important for reusability of resources in multiple environments. However, variability management is difficult task due to the dependency of resources, relationships between them and compatibility issues. Feature Modeling of Software Product Line (SPL) is extensively used to manage the variability management for family of software that share common resources and varies in different points. In this paper we have proposed simple and effective approach for variability management of IoT-based applications by using feature modeling. We have proposed XML-based feature modeling for IoT-based applications for variability management and increase the reusability of existing resources. Our approach defines the complete package from domain modeling to application development by using XML-schema and XSLT files to select and deselect the features for final application development. Our final architecture of IoT-based feature model shows the complete relationships and include exclude associations between them without any constraint violations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) enable the connectivity of multiple internet devices to enhance the usability, accessibility and better efficiency to access the data around the world such as health care, transport, mobile phone. IoT can be used anywhere, anytime with any other devices to access and operate the data according to user perspective [1,2]. IoT system are composed with lightweight devices that operate with different interconnected applications to exchange the functionalities [3]. Environmental selection of IoT systems are perform different functionalities with same devices due to end user perspective applications. Heat sensor IoT device perform different functionalities according to environment such as indoor heat sensing is different and outdoor sensing is different with same device but different operating application [4]. Moreover, multiple IoT devices are connected with each for common goal such as GPS and wifi in mobile and transport systems. IoT systems are composed of physical and virtual components to globally connect with interactive and highly dynamic network that continuously changing and react in own context [5, 6]. Contextual variability (environmental) modeling is most important before development of IoT systems for easy selection of features and functionalies. Contextual variabilityes are handled by IoT applications as devices are same in multiple systems but operating applications are different with different environmental features.

Software Product Line (SPL) is an approach to handle the commonalities and variability of families of products. SPL consists on domain engineering and application engineering. Domain engineering defines the scope of SPL where all possible features are exist that can be used in all products. However, application engineering is the
development process of actual products by using different features from domain of SPL [7, 8]. SPL enhance the reusability of existing resources by using features in multiple products according to end user requirements. Common feature are necessary to be part of each product of SPL. However, variable features are used in products according to required functionalities. Feature model is tree structure that is used to manage the common and variable features of SPL. Variable features are categories as alternative group, optional and OR group. Selection or not selection of variable features are based on end user requirements [9, 10].

IoT applications are developed based on environmental features selection and end user requirements. Environmental variability can be managed by using effective modeling approach that can hold all constraints and enables the application development. In same IoT devices with different applications have contextual variabilities that needs to be manage for effective development and increase reusability. XML-based feature modeling has been proposed to handle the variability management of SPL. In this paper we have proposed an effective and novel framework based on XML-based feature model for variability management of IoT application. Proposed approach enables the effective modeling of IoT application with variability management and cross tree constraints (dependency between features include or exclude). We have defined all possible constraints and relationships between IoT features at XML-schema level, convert to XML and final automatic IoT application development model is converted to XSLT that shows complete structure of application development with variability management. Results of proposed approach is IoT application development without constraint violations.

Further paper is organized as, section 2 explaining the Background of feature model, section 3 is related work, section 4 is XML-based feature modeling, section 5 is xml-based iot applications feature modeling and section 6 is conclusion.

2. BACKGROUND

SPL is used to quick development, time to market and low cost due to reusability of features in multiple products [11]. Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) [12] has been proposed by Kyu C. Kang in 1990 to represent the modeling of multiple products that have some similar functionalities and variations. Development of applications are easy according to end user requirements due to clear identification of features and relationships. Domain engineering develop all common and variable features as SPL assets and use them in multiple products. Feature Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) [13] has been proposed by Kyu C. Kang in 1998 to increase the reusability of domain features. Once the development of all common and variable features is completed in domain of SPL, reusability of these features in multiple products with some variation points is easy, time to market and less cost effective. Independent development of all features enables to increase the reusability without any interference of other modules.

Figure 1. Pulse Sensor IoT Feature Model
Fig 1 shows the pulse sensor feature model with predefined relationships and constraints for healthcare IoT system. Four main process of feature oriented development approach has discussed below [14].

a) Domain Analysis and Engineering: Primary process defines the complete scope of product line where organization can predict number of products and in each product which features are needs to be select with different variation points by end user perspective.

b) Domain Implementation: This is development process of every feature independently in domain for products derivations.

c) Requirement Analysis: This process defines the requirements analysis from end user. End user defines the complete requirements of system how much efficient and what features should be in product. Moreover, requirements must meet the scope of domain engineering.

d) Product Derivation: Final development process of application according to end user requirements. Developers select the features from domain implementation and generate the product. Reuse ability of features is cost effective and reduce development time for next generation of product line.

3. RELATED WORK

Cechticky et. al. has been proposed XML-based modeling approach of SPL feature model. XML-based modeling approach enables to identify all primary constraints of feature model. Feature model is mapped by using XML-schema, convert it XML file and translate to XSD to select the features for application development by specifying the end user requirements and constraints. To map all the constraints and relationships of feature model in XML-schema, primary information of features relationship such as alternative, mandatory, optional and OR group are need to predefine at the stage of domain engineering. Moreover, at application engineering level, end user requirements, the constraint relationship between features are needs to specify at XSD level for proper feature selections [15].

Hartman et. al. proposed contextual variability of feature model that needs to handle at different environments of application development. Contextual Variability differentiate the all products of SPL in different context according to end user requirement. In multiple product line contextual variability increase due to number of systems communicate each other. This study proposed contextual variability modeling of multiple product lines feature model. Merging the multiple feature models that have some similarity between features in domain engineering such as mobile phone and tab product lines. By merging feature models reusability of features from multiple product lines increase and require less time to market and development cost. [16]

Contextual variability modeling at requirement engineering stage of product lines is required relationships of features at specific environment. Multiple features influence the other features during application development due to complex relationships (include or exclude) between features. To handle the contextual variability of SPL, Ali et. al. proposed unified framework that starts from goals of application development and then maps the goals in feature model at early stage of modeling. Feature model categories each goal as terminal feature and define the relationship between them. As goals are increased during requirement elicitation, the complexity of feature model increases, problem frame of this framework handles the crosstree constraints between features to reduce the complexity [17].

Multiple devices are interconnected in IoT system, integration and communication between these devices are needed to be managed under the variability constraints. Gligoric et. al. has proposed the XML based modeling for IoT applications to resolve the constraint problems between applications of multiple communication devices. XML web service approach is more effective due to efficiently handling the constraints by using XML-schema than the rest of web service applications such as Representational State Transfer (REST) [18].

Ayala et. al. has proposed the modeling approach of IoT applications and agents by using SPL technique to increase the reusability the of
IoT application features. Agents are the medium of communication in cloud computing where large number of different devices are interconnected with different application. However, these applications have some functional similarities and some variations. To increase the reusability of similar features author has modeled the IoT applications in feature model and multiple products can be generated from domain of IoT system [19].

Variability management of Body Area Network (BAN) applications where large number of similar IoT devices has used with different environmental functionality such as healthcare and transport. Functional requirements such as data collection from heart beat and non-functional requirements such as security and performance time are needed to model at early stage of development. Trade-off between functional and non-functional requirements are also important to handle such as security is more important than execution time e.g. email services. However, in some cases execution time is more valuable than security e.g. data collection of heart beat. To increase the reusability of BAN application features and quick development, feature model is effective approach to manage the variability and increase the reusability of BAN applications [20].

Variability and capability management of IoT applications in ecosystems is open challenge for modeling. Contextual variability of IoT applications where large number of different features are exist to use as alternate and some optional and OR groups of features are the part of system. Author has proposed semantic modeling approach for variability management of relationships and crosstree constraints of features of IoT applications. Web semantic approach is effective to manage the contextual constraints of large and small IoT applications [21].

The given research is limited to modeling with only family of software but not IoT application where large number of constraints exist due to different environmental selections of features.

4. XML-BASED FEATURE MODELING:

Meta-modeling and modeling level are two-layer structure for feature modeling. Types of features are defined in meta-level layer where all properties such cardinalities and relationships are defined. Modeling level layer defines the features construction according to the interest of end user specifications and perspectives. This approach can be exist where family of products exist that share common resources and assets. Feature modeling to application development requires multiple layer structure as given below [15]:

a) Family meta-model
b) Family Modeling Level
c) Application Modeling level

XML language is used to define the feature model and XML-schema is used to define the meta-model where all relationships and constraints can be defined. XML-based model has to express the correctness of defined relationships in XML-schema. Both domain and application models are used to express the XML-based feature models that initiated from predefined notations in XML-schema [XML]. XML-schema represents the collection of all reusable components of SPL. SPL consists on root node to leaf nodes where multiple relationships and constraints exist that are covered and defined in XML-schema for feature modeling [22].

![Figure 2. XML-based Family Meta Modeling](image-url)
4.1. Feature Configuration Rules

Family of products consist on complete number of features and varied in different products. This process increase the reusability of existing resources in multiple applications [23]. The rules for composition of features in different applications are defined in previous studies such as FODA [12] and FORM [13]. Application features are 1) the subset of features that are defined by domain engineering i.e. family meta-model and 2) configuration of features in every application are according to constraints and relationships that are mentioned at family meta-modeling level. Therefore, feature modeling approach gives the complete process of features combinations and configuration rules for application development. Current feature modeling techniques for IoT applications do not support the reusability of resources where some common features exist. Feature modeling approaches for IoT-based applications where nested constraints and relationships exist are difficult to manage. FODA approach cover the cross-tree constraints (features include of exclude, incompatibility, require or from other part of feature model) between features.

XML language is efficient for modeling the cross-tree constraints as XML-schema defines the relationships and dependencies between family meta-model and application model. By using XML document four models are constructed for application development:

- **Constraint Meta Model:** All mandatory and variable features with constraints and relationships of feature model are defined on early stage of meta-model. Therefore, during domain development all features need to develop independently and then configure them by end user perspective during application development [24].

- **Constraint Model:** In this process, variable features need to extract from meta-model to manage the variability of feature model [25].

- **Constraint Model Compiler:** In this process, variable model is compiled to check if there is any constraint violations or dependency issues. If any constraint violation occurs, then redefine the constraints in meta-model.

**Algorithm 1. XML Vocabulary Root Node To Child Node**

```xml
<xs:element name="IoT-FM">  
  <xs:complexType>  
    <xs:sequence maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1">  
      <!-- Child A is mandatory feature -->  
      <xs:element name="child_A" minOccurs="1" type="F" maxOccurs="1"/>  
      <!-- Child B is mandatory feature -->  
      <xs:element name="child_B" maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1"/>  
      <!-- Child C is optional feature -->  
      <xs:element name="child_C" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>  
    </xs:sequence>  
  </xs:complexType>  
</xs:element>
```
Application Constraint Checker: Final process of application development is to find the best features for specific requirements and no constraint violation occur.

5. XML-BASED IOT APPLICATIONS FEATURE MODELING:

To increase the reusability of existing resources of IoT-based family of products, proper and efficient modeling is required at early stage of features development. Avoidance of constraint violation is necessary and important from domain engineering to application engineering of IoT systems. Fig. 3 shows the complete process of XML-based feature modeling of IoT systems. Proposed process handles all features from domain modeling to application modeling and define the constraints and relationships. Development of domain model of IoT system by using XML language consists of two processes.

Domain model needs to identify all the features that are under the scope of IoT systems. In IoT-based feature models, contextual variability mentioned by this process such as heat sensor indoor and outdoor applications are different but same device. Meta-model contains the cardinality and dependency constraints to map the contextual variability in multiple applications under the user’s perspectives. Other predefined variabilities such optional, OR group and alternative features, XML language supports and handle the constraints by using XML-schema vocabulary.

For development of IoT application, suitable features need to select according to end user requirements and also configuration rules that are defined in domain model. To select the suitable features XSLT file is generated from XML file and find the possible features for application development.

Mandatory and optional relationship exist from root node to next level of feature model. Algorithm 1 maps three features and relationships between root and children of root node. Mandatory

```xml
<xs:simpleType name="P">
  <xs:restriction base="xs:ID">
    <!-- Terminal nodes, only one feature is selected for final application -->
    <xs:enumeration value="Child_A_1"/>
    <xs:enumeration value="Child_A_2"/>
  </xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
```

Algorithm 2. XML Vocabulary Parent Node To Leaf Nodes

```xml
<xs:complexType name="APP">
  <!-- Mandatory Alternative -->
  <xs:choice maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1">
    <!-- Non-terminal nodes, only one feature is selected for final application -->
    <xs:element name="Child_B_1"/>
    <xs:element name="Child_B_2"/>
  </xs:choice>
</xs:complexType>
```

Algorithm 3. XML Vocabulary Parent To Leaf Nodes

Features must be part of every application so the relationship with root node is minimum occurrence is 1 and maximum occurrence is also 1. However, optional features are not necessary to be part of every application so minimum occurrence is 0 and maximum occurrence is 1.

Further relationships such as alternative, OR group and optional are exist at second level of feature model. In Algorithm 2 we map alternative terminal features (leaf nodes) and apply restrictions that only one feature can be selected in one application development at same time.

Algorithm 3 maps the non-terminal features where alternative and OR group relationships exist. Minimum occurrence of APP child is 1 due to mandatory feature and maximum occurrence is 1 due to alternative relationship.
Fig. 4. shows the real-time case study of security settings. We map in feature model for environmental variability management from domain engineering to application engineering.

XML-based feature modeling on real time case study “SecuritySettings” where multiple relationships (alternative, optional and OR group) exist. “PasswordAge” has two terminal features “inDays” and “never” where alternative relation exist i.e. only one feature is required in each application development, “PasswordComplexity” has four features where OR relationship exist i.e. at least one feature must be selected and maximum four. Cross Tree Constraint between unrestricted and permission shows that both require each other.

The suitable selection of features for each application development, XML-based feature modeling has applied due to protect the constraint violations.

Fig. 5. Shows the meta-model of given feature model in fig. 4. The cardinality relationships clearly indicate the possible features selection in every application development such as One-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many. In Fig. 5. APP, F11, F12 and FP show the constraints that we have applied in each group that have similar relationship. Dotted line of “Permission” shows the optional feature that may or may not be part of application according to end user’s requirement. Our proposed approach clearly indicates that there is no any constraint violation occurred and easy selection of features for final development of applications.
6. CONCLUSION:

Internet of Things are used in every field for data management and communication. Functionality of IoT applications vary in different environments where family of application share common and variable resources. Therefore, variability management is very important and primary task for IoT applications development. In this paper, we have proposed simple and effective approach for IoT-based feature modeling by using XML documents i.e. XML-schema and XSLT. Our model shows zero constraint violation and applicable for small and large IoT-based feature models. XML-schema meta-model map all type of relationships (alternative, optional and OR group) and constraints (include and exclude) and finally generate model for application development.
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